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It has been unequivocally identified that the short-pulsed transient plasmas of small size, high
temperature and high density is the most efficient EUV/SXR radiation source and it is possible to
achieve this kind of plasmas either by excitation through pulsed electrical discharge, so called
Discharge Produced Plasma (DPP) or through pulsed laser radiation i.e., Laser Produced Plasma
(LPP). The Plasma Radiation Sources Lab at NIE/NTU concentrates on conceptualizing, developing
and optimizing Dense Plasma Focus (DPF) device, a non-cylindrical z-pinch device which belongs to
DPP source category, as the SXR/EUV source for lithography. The DPF is essentially a coaxial plasma
gun where an electrical discharge across the closed end of the electrode assembly is initially
accelerated by self generated electromagnetic forces before being compressed into hot dense pinch
plasma column which radiates copiously in SXR/EUV region. Record radiation yield, from neon filled
DPF device, with wall plug efficiency of 4% has been successfully achieved in our NX2 plasma focus
device. The 2 kJ NX2, a high performance high repetition rate DPF device, has been successfully used
for demonstration lithography. Several plasma and radiation diagnostic techniques have been
successfully developed and implemented to understand the plasma dynamics and radiation emission
characteristics of plasma focus device. Recently, we have started to work on miniature low every
(<250 J) plasma focus device as portable radiation source. This talk/tutorial will concentrate on
fundamental physics and technology of DPF devices, SXR/EUV emission processes and characteristics
of DPF device, potential applications of DPF device as SXR/EUV source, advantage and limitations of
this device as SXR/EUV source etc.
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